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Cadbury makes sure there will be no shortage
of chocolate after Brexit

Chocolate company Cadbury announced that it has a plan to deal with the threat of a "no-deal" Brexit: a chocolate stockpile. Photo by:
Pixabay/Public Domain

LONDON, England — The European Union, or EU, is a group of 28 countries in Europe. Together

they solve problems. They work on trade. They also work on money. 

Great Britain was once part of the EU. However, British citizens voted to leave it in 2016. 

In 2019, Britain will officially exit the EU. This event is called "Brexit." However, the country does

not have an exit deal. An exit deal should explain how Britain will leave the EU.  

If Britain leaves the EU without a deal, some experts warn of great problems. Trade between

European countries would be even harder. They say there could be confusion at the borders. Some

key goods will be in low supply. One of those goods is chocolate.

Cadbury is a popular candy company in Britain. It is owned by an American company called

Mondelez.
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Hugh Weber is president of Mondelez Europe. He wants Britain to make a deal with the EU. He

hopes it will allow free, open trade with Europe. Cadbury gets ingredients from other European

countries.

Last week, Mondelez announced it is stockpiling huge amounts of chocolate. This is a backup plan.

It is preparing for a no-deal Brexit. 

The company is preparing for Britain to fully leave. 

Cadbury was founded in 1824. It is perhaps the most famous chocolate producer in Britain. Its

Dairy Milk chocolate bars are popular. So are its Creme Eggs.

Last year, Cadbury made other warnings about Brexit. Trade with other countries will soon cost

more, it said. So, Cadbury may have to raise prices for customers.

The British government has said there will be a deal with the EU.

BLTs Are Safe, Thank Goodness

Without one, the country would have different rules at its borders.

British newspapers say this could cause big problems. At ports, many goods come in from other

countries. People at ports may be confused about trade rules. There could be days-long traffic

jams. Long delays could affect trade.

There was even a claim that no one could enjoy a BLT sandwich anymore. BLT stands for bacon,

lettuce and tomato. Some have warned those ingredients would become harder to find.

Brexit Secretary Dominic Raab disagreed. "You will still be able to enjoy a BLT after Brexit," he

said.

The deadline for a deal is March 29. The government has sent out messages telling people and

businesses how to prepare in case there is no deal. 

Theresa May is the leader of Britain. She is part of the Conservative political group. Its members

have power in the British government now. 

In June, May started making plans for a deal with the EU. However, other Conservatives did not

think it was strong enough.


